This article presents a kite control and optimization problem intended as a benchmark problem for advanced control and optimization. We provide an entry point to this exciting renewable energy system for researchers in control and optimization methods looking for a realistic test bench, and/or a useful application case for their theory. The benchmark problem in this paper can be studied in simulation, and a complete Simulink model is provided to facilitate this. The simulated scenario, which reproduces many of the challenges presented by a real system, is based on experimental studies from the literature, industrial data and the first author's own experience in experimental kite control. In particular, an experimentally validated wind turbulence model is included, which subjects the kite to realistic disturbances. The benchmark problem is that of controlling a kite such that the average line tension is maximized. Two different models are provided: A more comprehensive one is used to simulate the 'plant', while a simpler 'model' is used to design and implement control and optimization strategies. This way, uncertainty is present in the form of plant-model mismatch. The outputs of the plant are corrupted by measurement noise. The maximum achievable average line tension for the plant is calculated, which should facilitate the performance comparison of different algorithms. A simple control strategy is implemented on the plant and found to be quite sub-optimal, even if the free parameters of the algorithm are well tuned. An open question is whether or not more advanced control algorithms could do better. * Dr. Costello (sean.c.costello@gmail.com) 
Introduction
The contribution of this article is to present a challenging benchmark problem for control and optimization. The system used for the benchmark is the control of a power kite. This is both an exciting renewable energy system, and a difficultto-control nonlinear system. What is more, it naturally requires optimization to maximize the energy output. In this article, we aim to provide an entry point to this system for researchers in control and optimization methods looking for a realistic test bench, and/or a useful application case for their theory.
The control and optimization challenges inherent in kite power have received much attention from the research community in recent years (see [22, 1] for a comprehensive review of developments). In its essence, kite power aims to harness the aerodynamic forces a wing generates when flying almost perpendicular to the wind. As the kite flies very fast (many times the wind speed) and it is tethered to the ground, it must frequently change direction to avoid crashing. Hence, the kite will in general follow a periodic path. The control engineer is confronted with two interesting interrelated problems, namely, path planning (optimization) and path following (control). Controlling the kite autonomously such that it flies a suitable path is a challenging control problem. From a control point of view, difficulties stem from the lack of precise models, nonlinear behavior, fast unstable dynamics, measurement noise and large perturbations due to the wind. Path planning is important because the kite path directly determines the aerodynamic forces the kite experiences, and hence the power generated. Control design and optimization are usually performed using simplified dynamic models that are more computationally tractable and intuitive. However, it is well known that accurately modeling a kite behavior requires extremely detailed models [24, 8] , and these simplified models are unavoidably inaccurate. Even early in the field of kite control, this motivated the design of robust control strategies, see for example [27, 30] . The control and optimization practitioner must thus face the problem of plant-model mismatch, that is, the model used to design the control strategy does not quite match the reality.
The aim of this paper is to present a challenging benchmark problem for control and optimization of a fast dynamic system to the control and optimization community. The benchmark scenario includes the difficulties of dealing with stochastic disturbances and plant-model mismatch. This paper uses a plausible simulated reality referred to as the 'plant'. The plant-model mismatch is plausible, yet artificial (since the plant is itself a model). This approach has long been used to benchmark measurement-based real-time optimization techniques in simulation, see for example [10] . The plant presented here does not aspire to perfectly mimic reality, and hence it can be represented using reasonably simple equations. This makes the benchmark easily reproducible. Nonetheless, every effort was made to ensure the benchmark includes many of the same trade-offs and challenges as the real problem. To this end, the authors used practical insight gained during several years of kite control experiments. The equations of both the simulated reality and the control model are either based on well-established first-principles modeling, or have been validated experimentally. Realistic parameter values were chosen for the plant, based on data for real systems. One indication of the validity of these models is that they both predict a qualitatively similar optimal path for the kite: a figure-of-eight, which has been confirmed by much more complex models.
The relative simplicity of the equations for the plant and the model is intended to allow researchers without expertise in kite power to easily apply their algorithms in a rigidly defined, reasonably realistic setting, and be confronted by many of the challenges inherent in a real system. For such a reader, this paper is intended to be a self-contained reference, for which a Simulink implementation of the simulated reality is provided.
State of the Art: Kite Control and Optimization
The control of kites is one of the most significant technical barriers that need to be actively tackled in order for kite power to become commercially viable. In order to extract maximum power from the wind, a power kite is flown almost perpendicular to the wind, similarly to the blades of a wind turbine, reaching speeds many times that of the wind itself (easily in excess of 150 km/h). This is known as crosswind flight, and is the flight mode considered in this paper. During crosswind flight, to avoid crashing in a matter of seconds, an "autopilot" must keep the kite flying in a wide variety of wind conditions, thus providing stability. In addition to keeping the kite from crashing, the autopilot should ensure the kite follows a path that is efficient for power production.
Before reviewing the literature in more detail in the following sections, we provide a brief summary of the state of the art. Due to the difficulty of the control task (nonlinearity, model uncertainty, large disturbances, noisy measurements), advanced control approaches have long been envisaged, and some have been tested. However, in practice, simple semi-heuristic control strategies continue to dominate. We believe that this will change in the coming years, as there exists a significant potential for improvement through more advanced control strategies. This will hopefully lead to (i) improved and more flexible tracking capabilities, (ii) improved robustness, and (iii) the possibility to optimize efficiency in real time. A very promising control strategy that has yet to be fully exploited in this context is model predictive control (MPC). We also see much potential for geometric approaches that account for the kite being constrained to a spherical surface.
Control during crosswind flight
The principal objective of kite control during crosswind flight is to steer the kite such that it follows the prescribed figure-of-eight as robustly as possible. Although in some situations there are secondary manipulated variables such as tether winch tension, or the kite's pitch angle, these fall outside the scope of this article. Large deviations from the prescribed path can result in: a) crashing, which is obviously very undesirable, b) entering a very low-power area of the wind window and losing speed due to an unfavorable angle between the kite's lines and the wind, possibly causing a loss of controllability or a stall, c) entering a very high-power area of the wind window, which in strong winds can lead to material failure. The main compounding factors are variable wind speed (which leads to variable kite speed and steering behavior), noisy measurements, and delay in the control loop.
The field of kite control is young, yet varied. To date, there has been a focus on relatively straightforward, practical methods. This is helped by the fact that, during crosswind flight, it is often desirable that the kite follows a horizontally lying figure-of-eight pattern. Both [19] and [23] developed simple, robust, cascade controllers for power kites that produce a figure-of-eight pattern. A low-level proportional controller regulates the kite's direction of motion (steering), while a higher-level guidance controller alternately directs the kite towards one of two points, or zones. Variants of these algorithms have been extensively tested on a number of systems (see for example [41, 21] ), and can perhaps be considered the standard approach for practical kite control.
Given the spherical surface upon which the kite flies, geometric approaches to control design are very attractive. For example, [5] observed that a simple control scheme should aspire to control the kite's direction of motion, referred to as the velocity angle. Lining the velocity angle to the concept of geodesic curvature elegantly simplifies the problem of tracking on a sphere. Building on the work by [5] , [31] proposed a more advanced path-following controller using feedback linearization and an elegant nonlinear guidance law, and successfully tested it on a 20-kW pumping-cycle prototype. Successful prototype implementations of geometrically motivated path-following controllers are also reported by [34] and [11] .
Trajectory optimization during crosswind flight
The path taken by the kite is directly linked to the power extracted from the wind. As the kite will typically fly a figure-of-eight during crosswind flight, this leaves the shape, size and position of the figure of eight to be defined. The objective is usually to maximize the average useful power extracted from the wind. The optimization cost function will vary depending on the specific system and on whether the application is electricity generation or vehicle propulsion, but the instantaneous power is always proportional to the tether tension. Any optimization formulation must take into account operating constraints, such as height limits or steering-actuator bounds. However, the main difficulty stems from the kite's poorly modeled behavior and the wind variability. This means that the optimal path cannot be simply computed once off line, but should really be updated in real time to take into account wind variations (in particular of the vertical profile) and modeling inaccuracies.
While several control solutions for kites now exist, the path optimization problem during crosswind flight is still an open issue. Intelligent path planning is recognized to be extremely important, and experimental studies have confirmed that the path taken by the kite significantly affects the power it can generate [39, 11] . The optimal control problem is quite well understood, and has been studied from a theoretical perspective by a number of authors [17, 28, 29, 38, 4, 16] . However, despite promising recent work [26, 18] , there remains a gap between theory and application. Very recently, experimental approaches have begun to be investigated to tune the path the kite follows in real-time: [39, 40, 11] . These form an optimization layer that sits above the control layer in the architecture. As an approach that solves the control and optimization problem simultaneously, state-of-the-art nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) would appear the perfect solution [17, 30, 9] . Although there have been exciting recent advances [36] , this has unfortunately yet to become a practical reality, probably mainly due to the inaccuracy of existing kite models, as NMPC relies on the quality of the model at hand. It remains to be demonstrated whether a MPC controller based on a simple control model can handle the plant-model mismatch that is bound to occur in practice.
Modeling
The plant consists of a kite (i.e. a wing) attached to a fixed point by a fixedlength tether. A wealth of information on modeling kite dynamics has become available in the last decade [17, 28, 15, 7, 20, 24, 25, 8, 6, 18] . Models can be constructed with anything from 3 to several hundred states. However, since the aerodynamics of a kite are (i) very difficult to model precisely, and (ii) very dependent on the kite design, even the most detailed models cannot claim to be perfect. In this paper, the equations for the simulated reality represent a fair compromise between detail and complexity. We build upon the well-established point-mass model, relying upon [17] and [23] . The co-ordinate system is chosen to be compatible with the control model discussed in Section 4.3. We include embellishments of the basic point-mass dynamics, account for changes in the angle-of-attack, wind shear and wind gusting, and consider the dynamics of the steering actuator.
Dynamic equations for the plant
The fixed, inertial, right-hand co-ordinate system G is depicted in Figure 1 . The x and y axes are horizontal, while the z-axis points skywards. The kite position p in cartesian {x, y, z} co-ordinates (using the x-axis as the zenith) is:
where the spherical coordinates (θ, φ, r) are the polar angle, azimuthal angle and radial distance. Differentiating this yields the kite velocity in terms of the spherical co-ordinates and their derivatives:
We define a local, non-inertial, right-hand co-ordinate system L 1 from the basis vectors {ê θ ,ê φ ,ê down } given by:
Hence, the mapping from L 1 to G is given by the rotation matrix: 4) and the inverse of this matrix is the mapping from G to L 1 . The subscript L 1 will precede a vector (matrix) to indicate that the vector (matrix) is expressed in L 1 (maps L 1 to L 1 ). The kite velocity is 5) and differentiating once more with respect to time, Newton's law reads:
Assuming the tether is straight (which is an often-made and usually reasonable approximation for crosswind flight),ṙ = 0 andr = 0, and we can solve for the acceleration of the kite in spherical co-ordinates and for the overall force in the radial direction:θ
The next step is to obtain expressions for the forces acting on the kite. The gravitational force acting on the kite is:
The aerodynamic force depends on the apparent wind and the kite orientation. The apparent wind is defined as
where w is the wind vector. We define the projected apparent-wind vector as
This is the projection of the apparent wind onto the plane tangent to the sphere at the kite position. We now define L 2 , a further non-inertial, right-hand, local co-ordinate frame with the basis vectors {ê f ,ê 0 ,ê down }, wherê
Using L 2 simplifies the analysis of the kite orientation because the apparent wind vector is perpendicular toê 0 . Again, the subscript L 2 will precede a vector (matrix) to indicate that the vector (matrix) is expressed in L 2 (maps L 2 to L 2 ). The orientation of the kite can be represented using two vectors: as shown in Figure 2 ,ê pitch points along the right wing, perpendicular toê roll that points forwards. To find the orientation of these vectors, we begin by aligning the kite with the axes of the L 2 frame (this initial frame is denoted with a 0), and then apply two successive rotations (where the intermediate frame is denoted 1): In the absence of a steering deflection, this is the kite orientation. However, a steering deflection rotates the kite aroundê roll in the following manner:
where L2 R f (µ) is a rotation (in L 2 ) around theê f -axis in the sense of a righthand corkscrew: 16) and the value of µ is given by 17) whereū is the steering deflection and d is the wingspan. In reality, the steering deflection cannot be varied instantaneously, so the manipulated variable u is the set point for the steering deflection. We assume a first-order relationship between the two (which is typical for a correctly tuned motor-actuated control loop adjusting the steering deflection):
We make the classic 'infinite-tail' assumption [17] , which states that the kite will point into the apparent wind. More precisely,ê pitch is always perpendicular to the apparent wind. The kite will satisfy this condition by rotating an angle η aroundê down :
where L2 R down (η) is a counter-clockwise rotation around theê down -axis:
According to the 'infinite-tail' assumption,ê pitch must satisfŷ
Using the expression for L2êpitch obtained from Equations (3.14), (3.15), (3.19) , and noting that w a ·ê 0 = 0, we can solve for η:
When the kite is moving slowly, w a ·ê f is relatively small. In this situation, a large steering deflection, and hence a large value of tan µ, could result in Equation (3.22) returning an imaginary value of η. This means the kite cannot physically point into the apparent wind, which violates the assumption made by the plant model. In reality, as the kite is designed to fly aligned with the apparent wind, such a steering input will generally result in a loss of control.
In the simulated reality, it is considered that applying such an input results directly in a crash. The direction in which the kite is pointing can be represented using the heading angle ψ, defined as the angle fromê θ toê roll , moving clockwise around theê down -axis, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Asê roll lies on the tangent plane to the sphere, a 'wrapped' version of this angle,ψ ∈ [−π/2, π/2], can be found by inverting the relationship:
taking care to chooseψ in the correct quadrant (for example, using the matlab function 'atan2'). 'Unwrapping' this angle (for example using the matlab function 'unwrap') gives ψ:
where {t 1 , ...t N } ∈ [0, t] are the time instants at whichψ(t) is discontinuous (due to a jump of 2π). Now that the kite orientation is known, we can calculate the aerodynamic force. This force is conditioned by the angle of attack, denoted α, which is the angle between theê roll and w a : 25) where ρ is the air density andŵ a is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the apparent wind and C L (α) and C D (α) are the lift and drag coefficients, both of which are functions of the angle of attack 1 . The sum of the forces on the system is 26) where T is the tether tension, given by 
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How to simulate the plant
The parameters for the simulated reality are given in Table 1 . Although no source discloses the full specifications of a large-scale kite system (mainly because they are mostly in the development phase), the parameters were selected to correspond reasonably well to a number of existing or developing systems [35, 2, 19, 34] . The following steps are performed to simulate the plant: Table 2 correspond to the instant right after the kite is launched.
2. Compute the apparent wind vector based on the current position and velocity. Calculate the basis vectors for the two local co-ordinate frames, and the rotation matrices that let you go from them to G. 5. By inserting the values of the aerodynamic and gravitational forces into Equations (3.7)-(3.9), obtain the kite acceleration, and the radial force necessary to keep it on the sphere F ·ê down . The line tension can be obtained using Equation (3.27) . Return to step 2.
4 Control Problem
Optimal control problem
In continuous operation, the manipulated variable u(t) (the set point for the steering deflection) should be used to maximize the average line tension, while respecting an altitude constraint. This problem is very similar to other kitepower optimization problems, such as maximizing the power generated while slowly reeling out the tether (in fact, in many studies it is assumed the reeling out speed is constant [39, 32, 9] ), or maximizing the average force in a fixed direction. For a given time horizon, t f , the problem can be formulated as:
3)
The upper bound on the steering deflection, u max , ensures the kite roll angle does not exceed 37
• . The last constraint is a winding constraint for the tether to ensure it is not twisted. The numerical values of these bounds are given in Table 3 . Although not explicitly included in the optimization problem, the control scheme should also aspire to keep the input u(t) as smooth as possible to reduce component wear.
The solution to the above optimal control problem will vary depending on the wind realization, the initial state of the plant, and the value of t f . The initial conditions for the benchmark scenario are specified in Table 2 . To ensure a fair comparison, the thrustT (t f ) obtained using a particular controller should be averaged over a timespan of continuous operation that is much greater than the update rates of the stochastic wind disturbances. The time period used to evaluate a control algorithm should respect t f > 200 s to ensure the RMS wind speed is approximately constant for different realizations of the stochastic wind signal. 
Available measurements
It is assumed that the following sampled, noisy measurement vector is available: Table 1 . The sampling period of 125 ms is suggested (which is reasonable for such a large system, where the kites position evolves relatively slowly compared to the tether length. This puts the problem well within reach of computationally intensive control algorithms such as NMPC. However, if necessary, it is certainly realistic to assume a sampling period as low as 10 ms is available, and this parameter can be easily modified in the Simulink model.
Control model
In the benchmark scenario, the underlying equations of the simulated reality are unknown, and only a control model is available. This is the simple and elegant 3-state model developed by [19] . This tendency model has been successfully used to design control algorithms for very large kites. An embellishment proposed by [12] accounts for the reduction of line tension caused by steering deflections, a modification that is necessary to obtain meaningful solutions to the pathplanning problem.
The dynamic equations for the control model are simple analytic expressions, so they are simply stated here (the interested reader is invited to see [19] and [12] for more details):θ
where the lift-to-drag ratio E and the magnitude of the apparent wind projected onto the quarter sphere, w ap , are given by w ap = w 0 E cos θ, (4.9)
where w 0 is the fixed wind-speed and E 0 is the effective lift-to-drag ratio for the control model. The line tension is given by
The parameters of the control model are given in Table 4 . These parameters are estimated from the plant behavior, as they would be in reality, using the kite-specific parameter estimation steps given in [19] . 
The control model is significantly different from the plant. Firstly, the control model assumes the wind is aligned with the x-axis (see Figure 1) , while in the simulated reality, the wind experienced by the kite is offset from this axis by the angle χ. This can easily occur in practice as the wind experienced by the kite is not measured directly, and may differ substantially from the wind vector measured on the ground. Secondly, the control model is a kinematic model; it does not take into account the inertial effects due to the kite mass. Thirdly, the control model assumes a constant wind velocity, irrespective of the kite altitude. In the simulated reality, there is both wind shear (variation with altitude) and stochastic turbulence.
Validation of the control model
How 'accurate' is the control model? This depends upon which aspect of the plant behavior the control model is used to approximate. Firstly, we study how well it can predict optimal operating conditions for the plant. For this, we consider the case where t f → ∞ in (4.1), and assume that the optimal solution is periodic. We also use a deterministic wind-speed profile for the plant, the RMS profile, given by Equation (A.4) with w N = 0. As the force a kite can generate flying in a particular direction is proportional to the square of the wind speed, solving the optimal control problem with the RMS wind profile should give an upper bound for the average thrust in continuous flight over a relatively long time period (at least 100 s). The optimal (periodic) paths for both the plant and the control model are shown in Figure 3 . As this analysis disregards noise and disturbances, the difference between the optimal paths is due to the significant plant-model mismatch. The optimal paths can be interpreted as follows:
• Both optimal paths have the classic 'figure-of-8' shape. For given wind conditions, there is an optimal position where the kite will tend to experi-ence the strongest aerodynamic force. The 'figure-of-eight' allows the kite to stay close to this position, while avoiding excessive steering deflections.
• The control model assumes a constant wind speed at all altitudes, and so the kite tries to fly as close to the downwind position (z = y = 0) as possible. Hence, the optimal path for the control model is limited by the minimum-altitude constraint.
• The plant optimal solution takes advantage of the wind gradient. The altitude of the 'figure-of-eight' is a compromise between accessing stronger winds at higher altitude and flying perpendicular to the wind direction.
• In addition, the control model assumes an incorrect wind direction, which explains the lateral offset between the two optimal paths.
The optimal average thrust for the plant is lim t f →∞T (t f ) * p = 39.61 kN, and that for the control model is lim t f →∞T (t f ) * m = 43.78 kN. It is also interesting to study how the states predicted by the control model and those of the plant diverge, starting from a common point. For this, we take a state trajectory for the plant, initialize the control model at different points along the trajectory, and integrate the control model equations forward in time. The results for the kite position are shown in Figure 4 , and for the kite orientation in Figure 5 . This illustrates why the control model should only be treated as a 'tendency' model: it predicts the general evolution of the system, but not accurately. Applying inputs computed using the control model in an open-loop fashion would clearly fail, hence the need for closed-loop control. The line tension estimated by the control model based on the plant states using Equation (4.11) is shown in Figure 6 . At first sight the correlation between the control model and the plant seems very poor, however the input u was very irregular in this case. The control model can be expected to produce better estimates of T for smoother inputs. What is more, the fact that the optimal average tension calculated by the control model is very close to that of the plant restores some confidence in the control model capacity to predict the line tension. 
Performance of a Standard Control Algorithm
Cascade control control is often used for experimental kite control, is [19, 23] , designed in such a way as to produce a repetitive figure-of-eight pattern for the kite's position. This type of control was successfully tested in extensive sea trials [19] 2 . To serve as a basis for comparison, we chose to implement the simple cascade approach proposed by [23] on the benchmark. A low-level controller regulates the heading-angle ψ. Although [23] uses a proportional low-level controller, we added an integral term for better performance. Note that [23] uses the velocity angle as the controlled variable, whereas (like [19] ) we use the heading angle ψ. In any case, these angles are almost the same during crosswind flight. A reference value for ψ is provided by the path-planning master controller. A block diagram of the control scheme is shown in Figure 7 . The path-planning algorithm navigates the kite alternately between two points, by providing a reference heading angle that points at the current target. The kite will tend to fly a figure-of-eight trajectory between these two points, as illustrated in Figure 8 . The gains of the low-level controller and the cut-off frequencies of the various filters (see [23] for more details) are fixed (through manual tuning using the simulator) at values that were found to give a good performance for tracking ψ ref . In addition, we assume that the target points are aligned in real time with (i.e. symmetric with respect to) the wind experienced by the plant using the algorithm proposed by [39] . This leaves our implementation with two tuning parameters: z targ is the height of the points, and w targ is the distance (in a straight line) between them.
The average line tensionT (200 s) that can be achieved for the plant, with all possible combinations of the tuning parameters that ensure the kite does not crash into the ground, is shown in Figure 9 . In the very best case, the average line tension 32.4 kN can be achieved, about 18 % less than the plant optimal value of 39.61 kN. The abrupt target-point changes cause the input signal pro-duced by this controller to vary rapidly, which is undesirable. Furthermore, due to the heuristic nature of the algorithm, it is impossible to precisely control the kite trajectory, which varies significantly between orbits. During a very small percentage of orbits, the kite can violate the altitude constraint, even if it otherwise remains distant from it.
Path Planner
Heading Controller + - Figure 7 : A simplified block diagram of the scheme proposed by [23] .
z targ w targ Figure 8 : Illustration of the tuning parameters for our implementation of the point-to-point scheme proposed by [23] . The semi-circle is perpendicular to the wind, and shows the limits of the 'wind window', namely, the quarter-sphere on which the kite can fly.
Conclusion
This paper presents a relevant and challenging benchmark problem for advanced control and optimization techniques. The article is intended to be a stand-alone resource, and is aimed at the general, non kite specialist, control and optimization community. The control problem is currently of industrial relevance, as kite power is evolving into a promising wind-power technology. Experimental studies from the literature, industrial data, and the authors' experience in experimental kite control ensure that the benchmark problem reproduces a number of real-life challenges, namely fast nonlinear dynamics, stochastic disturbances, measurement noise and plant-model mismatch. The main contribution is to combine the ever-widening literature in this field into a coherent benchmark scenario.
The actual modeling equations are taken from the existing literature, although they are presented in a slightly novel fashion. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the experimentally validated wind turbulence model used in the simulated reality appears to have never been used in the field of kite power. All the equations necessary to reproduce the simulated reality are given in this article and, in addition, a Simulink implementation of the plant is provided. Importantly, we were able to compute the optimal solution for the plant, which facilitates the benchmarking process. A simple control strategy that is currently employed in practice was tested on the plant. On the benchmark simulation, this was found not only to be relatively inefficient, but also to provide only loose control over the kite path. The significant variability of the kite path obtained using this algorithm makes it difficult to guarantee that the height constraint is always respected. Of course, this absolutely does not imply that this simple algorithm will perform badly in reality, but in the simulation scenario it can certainly be improved upon. This opens the door for more advanced control techniques 3 that, hopefully, can close the optimality gap, while ensuring smooth inputs and rigorous constraint satisfaction. angle between the tether and the pitch axis, rad η rotation around tether to satisfy infinite-tail assumption, rad α angle of attack, rad F total force on kite, N F aero aerodynamic force on kite, N F g gravitational force on kite, N e θ UV (unit vector) for an incremental change in θ e φ UV for an incremental change in φ e down UV pointing toward the origin e f UV opposing w ap e 0 UV perpendicular to the apparent wind e pitch UV aligned with the kite right winĝ e roll UV fixed to the kite, pointing forward y vector of measured variables y N vector of noisy measured variables k sampling counter 
Lift and drag coefficients
The lift and drag coefficients vary considerably depending on the kite being considered. To facilitate reproducing the benchmark, we propose simple analytic profiles:
Note that assuming the lift coefficient is linear in the angle of attack is a significant simplification. This neglects stalling, a decrease of lift that occurs at high angles of attack. However, this assumption is reasonable, as during dynamic kite flight with reasonably strong winds, stalling rarely occurs in practice. The resulting lift-to-drag ratio C L /C D , shown in Figure 10 , is similar to the curve for a medium performance kite. 
A.2 Wind model
In the simulated reality, the wind vector w blows horizontally, at an angle χ to the x-axis: w = w (ê x cos χ +ê y sin χ) .
(A.
The wind speed w is an increasing function of the kite altitude. This so-called 'wind shear' is modeled using the classic power law [3] :
where a is the surface friction coefficient, w ref is the reference wind speed at the reference altitude z ref , and w N is the stochastic wind turbulence. The windshear profile is shown in Figure 11 . The wind turbulence, w N , is generated using a slightly simplified version of the established turbulence model proposed by [37] , which is commonly used in wind-turbine simulations. This model, which was derived from a large quantity of experimental data, describes the short-term wind-speed variations (gusts) that occur on a scale of seconds and minutes due to turbulence in the wind flow. Complete wind models also take into account the long-term wind variations that occur on a scale of hours and days due to meteorological effects [33] . In the medium term, over a period of up to an hour, the mean wind speed can be considered constant [37] . As the focus of this benchmark is control and optimization over a short time period (several minutes), only a short-term turbulence model is used, which is depicted in Figure 12 by a Gaussian white-noise generator of unit variance and sampling period T w . The white-noise signal is passed through a first-order 4 shaping filter with the following transfer function: 5) where K F is the filter gain, and τ F is the time constant. The time constant is given by
where the turbulence length L w is an environmental parameter that depends on the surrounding terrain. The gain K F is calculated in order to ensure the filter output has unity variance:
The filter output is scaled by the reference wind speed and the environmental parameter k σ,w . The standard deviation of the turbulence signal w N is thus:
Finally, the mean value of the turbulence component is calculated such that the RMS (root mean square) value of w ref + w N is w ref :
The parameter values used in the wind-shear model and the wind-turbulence model are given in Table 1 . They agree with the experimental values given by [3] and [37] , and correspond to a medium strength wind blowing over a flat, grassy terrain. One realization of the wind turbulence is shown in Figure 13 . 
